
PBC Bookings

General Guidelines

 By entering the PBC, you are agreeing to our Code of Conduct.

Do I need to be a member?

All bookings must be accompanied by a member or become a member upon booking confirmation.

You can renew an existing membership or start a new one at www.thepbc.org.au/join. Because of

our club licence, each person over the age of 18 needs to be signed in or signed up as a member to

use the facilities.

Bar Tabs

Ask at the bar when you arrive and our lovely staff will begin one for you. Private functions have a

pre-paid bar tab.

Can children attend the PBC?

Absolutely. They must be accompanied by an adult at all times. When inside the venue they must

remain behind the white line when near the bar (this is NSW law).

Children are not permitted on our bottom green unless playing bowls with an adult. Even after the

bowls sessions appear to be done for the day, we ask you to refrain from kicking balls, running

around and using the bottom green as a playground. It is for lawn bowls only.

There are two baby change tables available.

Are dogs allowed?

Doggos are welcome, outside and on a leash at all times but must stay off of the bottom green.

Accessibility

Unfortunately the venue is not currently wheelchair accessible, although this is a high priority for the

club to fix soon in upcoming renovations. We have two ambulant toilets.
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Kids Parties & Outdoor Table Bookings

How much does it cost?

Kids parties and outdoor table bookings are free of charge. Each outdoor table can seat up to 20 ppl

and group bookings are limited to 50 people (including children).

How long can I stay?

Generally, as long as you like unless we are closing that evening for a private function (Saturdays

only). Our outdoor area closes at 9pm.

Children’s party bookings are allowed 3-hour windows on Saturdays and Sundays due to demand

and this includes set up and pack down. Our bookings manager will inform you if your booking will

be time limited upon the confirmation of your booking.

Wet Weather

We do not take bookings for children’s parties inside the venue and in the event of bad weather, we

do not guarantee any booking a spot undercover/inside.

Party Decorations

Your booking time includes the set up and packdown of any decorations. A few balloons, a banner,

and tablecloths are fine. Decorations must be removed and disposed of off site of the premises

before the completion of your booking. NO - Party poppers, Streamers, Confetti, Confetti in

balloons, Lolly bags (small plastic wrappers/ toys), Balloon animal creations, Pinatas, Whistles,

helium balloons/ helium balloon tanks etc

Our greens are maintained by our greenskeeper so we do not allow decorations that will

compromise the environment.

Please Note

● Sorry, we do not allow jumping castles, 18th’s, 21st’s, hens or bucks parties.

● We do not allow music outside, this includes portable speakers.

● It is important to be aware that we will have other customers/parties at the same time as

yours, as well as neighbours that we want to keep happy. Because of this, we ask you to

please keep any parties contained, supervised at all times if with under 18’s and noise

appropriate.
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● Unamplified children's entertainers must be approved by management beforehand.

Can I bring a celebratory cake?

Yes, the Bistro can store cakes in the cool room for you. FYI there is no freezer space available. BYO

serving essentials including candles and a lighter, plates, forks, serviettes & Knives. Ask at the Bistro

when you arrive about storing your cake.

Can I BYO any other food or drink?

No - our little club & kitchen survives on food and drink sales so we decline requests to bring outside

food or drink onto the premises.

 Cancellations

Life happens, we understand. If you are unable to attend your booking for any reason please let us

know by phoning the venue. We shall only hold your booking for 30 minutes unless otherwise

notified.
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